TEAM FELIXX
FOR REYKJAVIK OLD HARBOUR
WITH VSO & KCAP

REYKJAVIK OLD HARBOUR
Introduction of the team

Felixx Landscape Architects and planners is a Rotterdam-based office with an international set of projects
ranging from parks and urban spaces to master plans and regional strategies. Our expertise in public space has
been recognized with numerous awards, including two Architizer A+, and two World Landscape Architecture
WLA awards in 2021 alone.
Working in the Dutch context requires a solid understanding of coastal and inland water management and
sensitivity to historic maritime contexts. Since founding the company seven years ago, we have not only gained
significant project experience but wrote a book – A Catalogue of Nature-Based Solutions for Urban Resilience,
commissioned by the World Bank that summarizes a lot of our expertise with this context.
In addition to putting our knowledge to work in the Netherlands, we have successfully applied our passion
for design with water in China and other places. Our East Dike Shenzhen has been celebrated as an example
of ‘flood resistant’ architecture, or more accurately, a public space that protects the community from the
disastrous impact of typhoons. The project was designed in collaboration with KCAP – a company we have a
long track record of collaborating with; our partner on the Keflavik airport strategic master plan, together with
VSO, who is also our partner on this bid.
Our strong portfolio of resilient public space projects is complemented by our strong reputation as an office
committed to working with communities. Our continuous success with public projects is a testament to
this commitment. For example, our Guide for Public Space commissioned by the municipality of Groningen
was developed through an extensive process of public engagement and co-design. The Historic Delfshaven,
included as a reference here involved a similar public process. Anywhere we work, we aspire to engage with
stakeholders and trust our local partners to organize a fair and inclusive pubic process together with us.
From green infrastructure to the street and public space commissions, Felixx is a partner in the process. We
The people we propose for this project
For Reykjavik Old Harbour we propose a combination of highly experienced landscape architects, an excellent
project manager with great sensitivity for the historic context, and a colleague with a strong technical capacity.
Michiel Van Driessche the founding partner of Felixx, will provide creative leadership for the project. Michiel
has been practicing for ten years, and has worked for several leading European design firms, including KCAP,
before starting Felixx.
Eve Robidoux-Scholtens will support Michiel and provide project management. She has over twenty years of
experience and is particularly skilled with public participation.
Our engineer and technical specialist, Ramona Stiehl will share her extensive water management experience
with the team and provide her input on the subject of landscape in the context of historic preservation. Klaudio
Ruci will support the project as a landscape architect.

Felixx Landscape Architects & Planners
Gustoweg 45h
3029 AR Rotterdam
+31 (0)10 273 30 28
felixx@felixx.nl
www.felixx.nl
contact person: Deborah Lambert
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FELIXX DESIGNS:

High performance landscapes
We design striking functional places. Our environment is facing increasing
pressure: from adapting to shifting climate conditions, facilitating migration
movements, anticipating on water- and flood problems, moving towards clean
energy production and improving biodiversity, to recalibrating the organization
of both urban and rural areas. These elements and their demands force us to
move away from monofunctional environments, turning landscapes into complex
hybrids: uniting scenic experiences with intelligent functioning systems. Therefore
Felixx is both engineering and designing landscapes, maximizing environmental
impact by creating powerful places.
Generous concepts
Our projects are idea and research driven. Comprehensive understanding of the
tasks and potentials of existing conditions results in generous concepts for the
future of these places. Diverse social and environmental strategies can profitably
be connected, by spatial concepts that establish hierarchy and prioritization
among them. Felixx creates powerful, collaborative and inclusive environments.
We design spatial stories that generate enthusiasm and commitment with all
parties involved.
Collaborative attitude
We realize innovation. We combine engagement in strategic research with
delivering captivating built works. This enables us to bring theoretical models
and innovative techniques into practice. We build on close partnerships with
various universities and renowned knowledge institutions. Our clientele includes
governments, NGO’s and private developers. The projects of Felixx result from
an interdisciplinary effort and an intensive process with clients and partners.
Nature-based solutions
We help cities adapt to climate change and become more environmentally, socially, and economically resilient.
We use our knowledge of nature-based solutions to design urban landscapes that deliver strong ecosystem
services and many additional benefits. Our landscapes reduce urban heat-island effect; enhance local and
regional biodiversity; clean air, and provide places to play, contemplate, be productive and above all, stay
healthy and connected to other people. We create ecologically valuable environments that protect urban
rivers, restore degraded habitats and save cities from floods and reconnect societies to their natural context
and richness.
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TEAM FELIXX
Felixx Landscape Architects & Planners was founded in 2014 by Michiel Van Driessche, Marnix Vink and Deborah Lambert.
In recent years Felixx has developed into an office with an international scope, with ongoing projects in Europe, Asia and
Africa. The office operates from Rotterdam, with an international group of 30 enthusiastic professionals. The team has
a diverse set of skills with backgrounds in landscape architecture, architecture, urban design, planning, science, and
industrial design. We are proficient in managing high-profile, complex projects. Teams are tailored for each assignment,
comprehensive experience is merged with uninhibited enthusiasm and creativity. We remain engaged to our projects
from initiation till completion, working in full collaboration with our clients and partners during research, design, technical
and construction stages.

MICHIEL VAN DRIESSCHE

MARNIX VINK

DEBORAH LAMBERT

JOHN DE GROOT

partner

partner

partner

project leader, urban planner,
landscape designer

RAMONA STIEHL

NADYA NILINA
project leader,
strategic planner

EDUARDO MARIN
SALINAS

THIJS VAN DER ZOUWEN

project leader,
landscape architect
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landscape architect, project
leader

project leader, technical
designer
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project leader, researcher

ROBERT-JAN VAN DER
LINDEN
landscape designer

project leader, technical
designer

ZOFIA KRZYKAWSKA
senior landscape architect

KLAUDIO RUCCI
architect, urban designer

ZAMIRA ABAZI
architect, urban designer

CHERK GA LEUNG

ELAN REDEKOP VAN DER
MEULEN
landscape architect

NAYA TZIKAKOSTOPOULOU
urban designer

architect

MARCELA FARIA
GANDARA

JOB WILLEMS
pr & communications

NATALIA ANDREEVA

THYRA BAKKER

architect

landscape designer

NANCY SMOLKA

IRIS OLIÉ

urban designer

landscape architect

SHUANGYUN CHEN

ZACHAROULA LOIZOU

landscape architect

landscape architect

LOT BURGERS

ESTHER KRAAIJEVELD

NICOLE VERBRUGGE

pr & communications

office manager

finance & business support

architect, urban designer
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MICHIEL VAN DRIESSCHE
Partner, Landscape Architect
Michiel Van Driessche (1986, BE) is a landscape architect and founding partner of Felixx Landscape
Architects & Planners. Michiel graduated cum laude as landscape architect in 2007 at the University
College in Ghent and obtained the Master of Arts in Landscape Architecture at the Amsterdam Academy
of Architecture in 2012. He has a strong focus on the environmental challenges and specializes in strategic
planning. His strength as a designer lies in spatial research and large scale planning projects, as well as in
complex public space projects. Michiel is mainly in charge of the international portfolio of Felixx.

EDUCATION
2007 - 2012
2004 - 2007

M.A., Landscape Architecture, Academy of Architecture, Amsterdam, Netherlands
B.A., Landscape Architecture, University of Ghent, Belgium [cum laude]

CAREER
2014 - current
2015 - 2016
2015		
2010 - 2013
2010		
2009 – 2010
2007 - 2009
2006 – 2007

Felixx, landscape architect
UN-Habitat, Consultant Urban Planning Myanmar
Isocarp: Young planning professional “Cities save the world, let’s reinvent planning”
KCAP, Rotterdam, senior landscape architect
Juurlink[+]Geluk/CULD, Rotterdam, senior landscape architect
Studio Sputnik/CULD, Rotterdam, landscape architect
DeZwarteHond, Rotterdam, landscape architect
Stijlgroep, Rotterdam, intern

VARIOUS
2016		
2015		
2015		
2007		

Advisor regional planning for Provinve of Friesland
Exposition Proto Tamansari at Erasmushuis in Jakarta, Indonesie
Jury member competition “Young Planners in St-Petersburg” by Project Baltia
Meesterproef, Vlaams Bouwmeester

TEACHING AND LECTURES
2019		
2019		
2015 - current
2015		
2015		
2015		
2014		
2014		

Keynote speaker, Hogeschool Gent
Guest Lecturer, Academie van Bouwkunst Groningen
Guest lecturer, Polis University Tirana
Keynote speaker, Next level congres - Grenzeloze Stedenbouw
Keynote speaker, What about landscape architecture? Nederlands Instituut St-Petersburg
Guest lecturer, Erasmus University Rotterdam, IHS
Guest lecturer, University of Ghent, BIOT
Guest lecturer, Academie van Bouwkunsten Amsterdam

SMAKKELAARSVELD, NL
Integrated public space, park,
waterfront design

BRAINPORT SMART DISTRICT,
NL
Design public space in ‘smartest
neighbourhood in the world’
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SHENZHEN BAY, CN
Redevelopment of a 130km
typhoon-proof coastline

BRUSSELS AIRPORT, BE
Redesign of the entrance of
Brussels Airport into an inviting
park and hybrid area

EVE ROBIDOUX-SCHOLTENS
Landscape Architect
Eve Robidoux (1977, CA) has 20 years of practical experience as an architect and urban planner
at leading international firms such as West 8, Mecanoo, KCAP. She won several international
competitions in the field of architecture, interior design, urban planning and landscape architecture.
Her portfolio extends from area development, redevelopment, architecture, and interior
design. She uses her multidisciplinary expertise to realize the potential on both a large and
small scale. Complex spatial tasks are fundamentally about people! Eve loves to share her
knowledge and experience with the team, working together is a source of inspiration to her.
Eve lectures at the Faculty of Architecture TU Delft.

EDUCATION
1994 - 2001
1998 - 1999

Ecole d`architecture, Faculté d’aménagement, Université de Montréal, Canada
Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture de Lyon, Frankrijk

CAREER
2021 - current
2012 - 2015
2011 - current
2005 - 2011
2002 - 2004

Felixx, landscape architect
KCAP Architects&Planners b.v., Rotterdam, NL
Found ‘Atelier Robidoux’
Mecanoo architects, Delft, Nederland
West 8 urban design & landscape architecture b.v., Rotterdam, NL

AWARDS, SHOWS & PUBLICATIONS
2013		
2006 		
2005 		
2004 		
2005 		
2004 		
2004 		
2004 		
2004 		
2004 		
2000 		

Pole Quartier Latin, Montréal, Canada; 1st prize
Galerie Monopoly, Montreal, Canada
Fling, TU Delft, Nederland
Biennale de Montréal 4e editie, Canada
Prizes & Projects, HUNCH, the berlage institute report #8, NL
Chi-chi earthquake memorial, Wallpaper, UK
Chi-chi earthquake memorial, Architectural digest, USA
Chi-Chi Eartquake Memorial Competition show, Taichung, Taiwan
Chi-chi Earthquake Memorial Park, Taiwan; 1st prize
Project subsidy FBKVB, NL
Bridge Quartier Saint-Henri, la charette du CCA, Montréal, Canada; Honorable mention

TEACHING AND LECTURES
2016 - current
2016 - 2018
2008		
2007		

Teacher, Dept. Landscape Architecture, TU Delft, Delft
Guest teacher 3D, WdK academy, Rotterdam
Guest teacher project week WdK academy, Rotterdam
Desing studio, Faculté d’aménagement, Montréal, Canada

MASTERPLAN QI-LI-QU,CN
Masterplan Qi-Li-Qu, mixed
use programma van 10 ha i.s.m
KCAP, in Beijing, China, 2015

CHI-CHI EARTHQUAKE
MEMORIAL PARK, TW
Design 2ha by Cheng Kim Park
Robidoux, realized in 2007
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FORT AAN DE BUURSTEEG,
NL
Park & pavilion, Fort aan de
Buursteeg, 2019

HALLUCINATION DE LA
NORMALITÉ, CA
tuin ontwerp 150m2, Métis,
2016

RAMONA STIEHL
Project leader, landscape architect
Ramona Stiehl (1978, DE) is a project leader. She studied Landscape and Open Space Planning at Leibniz
University of Hannover. She also has participated in the Leonardo da Vinci postgraduate scholarship of
the European Union. Before Ramona joined Felixx, she gained her experience in Germany and Spain, after
which she joined West 8 in Rotterdam. There she contributed to various internationally awarded projects.

EDUCATION
2009 - 2010
2001 - 2008
		
1998 - 2001

Leonardo da Vinci postgraduate scholarship of the European Union
Dipl. Ing. in Studies of Landscape and Open Space Planning , Leibniz Univeristy of Hannover
Major fields of study: landscape architecture, spatial planning
Architectural draftsman education, Ochs GmbH inc, Kirchberg

CAREER
2018 – current
2010 – 2018
2009 – 2010
2009 		
2007 		
2006 – 2007
2003 – 2006

Felixx, Rotterdam, project leader, landscape architect
West 8, Rotterdam, technical designer en assisant projectmanager
Arriola & Fiol arquitectes, Barcelona, landscape planning, urbanism
Michael Tänzer, Hannover, freelancer
Academy for Spatial Research and Planning, Hannover, freelancer
Leibniz University of Hannover, Institute for Environmental Planning, tutor of first-year bachelor students
Leibniz University of Hannover, Institute of Land Use Planning and Spatial Research, student research assistant

AWARDS AND PRIZES
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2015
2015
2013
2009
2007
2005
2001

Eindhoven: Strijp-S [NEPROM Prize 2019]
Darmstadt 2030+ Ruimtelijk Structuurplan [geselecteerd]
Toronto: Queens Quay Boulevard [Toronto Urban Design Award of Excellence 2017]
Toronto: Queens Quay Boulebard [Award of Merit in Transportation 2016]
Toronto: Queens Quay Boulebard [Brownie Award Best Overall Project - Neighbourhood Scale 2015]
Karlsruhe: Federal Constitutional Court of Germany [German Architecture Awards 2015]
Karlsruhe: Federal Constitutional Court of Germany [Silver Sustainability Award BNB]
Hamburg: Jenfelder Au [International Building Association Award of Excellence 2013]
Hamburg: Jenfelder Au [International Urban Landscape Award 2009]
Toronto: Queens Quay Boulebard [Toronto City Planning Award of Excellence 2007]
Hamburg: Jenfelder Au [Winning competition design 2005]
Eindhoven: Strijp-S [Gulden Feniks Award 2013]

ALPEN, DE
Transformation of the public
spaces and landscapes of the
village

IMAGEWHARF, NL
Design of the campus landscape
as a layered city jungle
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JONAS, NL
Design of a collection of outand indoor chambers as the
living room of the building

FLOATING GARDENS, NL
Creation of a special mix of
envrionments to increase
biodiversity

KLAUDIO RUCI
Architect, urban designer
Klaudio Ruci (1988, AL) is an architect and urban planner. He got his master’s degree in Architecture and
Urban Design at the Polis University in Albania. Before he joined Felixx, he obtained his experience as an
architect at MetroPOLIS and as specialist architect at the Ministry of Urban Development.

EDUCATION
2010 - 2015

Master in Architecture and Urban Design, Polis University, Tirana

CAREER
2017 – current
2017		
2016 – 2017
2016		
2013 – 2014

Felixx, Rotterdam, architect, urban designer
Ministerie van Stadsontwikkeling, Tirana, specialist architect
ANK Architecture, Tirana, architect
Space Architektur Stadtplanung Design, architect
MetroPOLIS, Tirana, intern

TEACHING / LECTURES
Tirana, the ex-industrial areas in Tirana, European student Assembly lecture and workshop

AWARDS AND PRIZES
2017 [al] 		
2014 [al]		

Albania and Kosovo: A cross-border project located in the north side of Albania in border with Kosovo [1st prize]
Tirana: Albanian Riviera Competition [2nd prize]

SHENZHEN BAY, CN
Redevelopment of a 130km
typhoon-proof coastline

CAMPUS EEMSDELTA, NL
Educational landscape for a
school campus in Appingedam
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SMAKKELAARSVELD, NL
Redevelopment of an important
open space in the vibrant
station district

S4 HIGHWAY HANGZHOU, CN
Masterplan for redevelopment
of S4 Highway

REFERENCES FOR
REYKJAVIK OLD HARBOUR

HISTORIC DELFSHAVEN
ROTTERDAM (NL)

Resilience for a Neighborhood
with History.
For a while, the historic setting of the
Delfshaven was considered a limitation for many new uses. Few people
envisioned quaint streets and canals
already rich in content, as a setting
for a vibrant economy and new uses.
Felixx successfully challenged the notion of historic/modern incompatibility
by connecting Delfshaven’s historic
identity with the new significance of
the area in the city.
The new vision and the design principles emerged through direct engagement with the stakeholders and
the expensive input from users and
local residents, vetted and refined in
consultation with the team of municipal experts. We used the layout of the
public space functions as a structuring
mechanism and unearthed hidden
historical and cultural elements to
articulate the connections and unifying elements between diverse individual projects. In addition, Felixx’s
vision strengthens the relationship
of Defshaven with the rest of the city
and the surrounding neighborhoods,
makes it more accessible and easier to
navigate, improves the general quality
of the outdoor space in its residential
neighborhoods.
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DESIGN GUIDE PUBLIC
SPACE, GRONINGEN (NL)

‘TYPHOON-PROOF’ SHENZHEN’S EAST COAST

BROUWERSHAVEN

Redevelopment of Shenzhen’s
eastern coastline (CN)

Renovation Public Space Market & Harbor (NL)

Felixx developed an innovative
Design Guide for Public Space for
Groningen – a historically important
Dutch city with rich traditions and a
strong population of university students and faculty. The guide gives
directions for reorganizing mobility and serves as a highly didactic
instrument for the design of streets
and public spaces emphasizing
safety and the quality of experience. The guide skillfully integrates
considerations of climate adaptation, water management through
blue-green infrastructure in particular, with recommendations on how
to accommodate more green, more
sports, more play, and social interaction into the urban environment.

The 130-kilometer Shenzhen
shoreline project is at the forefront of our climate adaptation
practice. Designed as an attractive
public space the protect integrates water safety strategies with
ecological shoreline restoration,
seawall construction, landscape,
and public space design. It recreates the tourism identity of Dapeng and promotes local economic
development. On the premise of
ecology and safety, it combines
local culture with the geographical environment and shows the
coastline’s beauty and diversity.
life in Groningen.

is located in the historic center
of the Schouwen-Duiveland. For
this project, Felixx envisioned a
public space for events and flexible programming, surrounded by
cultural and architectural heritage
and celebrating the maritime connection. The project resulted from
a significant public consultation
process revolving around appropriate programming, the new role and
identity of public space, and the
infusion of commercial functions.
High-quality public space resulted
from exceptional attention to physical materials and details that complement and enhance the historic
context.

Manual For An Inclusive Public
Realm, Groningen Municipality

The intent of the guide is to facilitate a design that encourages
guests and residents of all categories of personal mobility to walk
and stay healthy by prioritizing
exercise and more time spent
outdoors. Enhanced micro-mobility
will support economic activities
along the street fronts. The historic
context of the city, mixed with new
functions and uses will provide an
exciting cultural setting for a more
sustainable way of life in Groningen.
Felixx Landscape Architects & Planners

RESILIENCE FOR THE NEIGHBORHOOD WITH HISTORY, ROTTERDAM
[NL]

HISTORIC DELFSHAVEN

CLIENT
MUNICIPALITY OF ROTTERDAM
SIZE
49 HA
TYPE
MASTERPLAN, LANDSCAPE AND
PUBLIC SPACE DESIGN
YEAR DESIGN
2020
TEAM
FELIXX

Part of the old city of Rotterdam, Delfshaven is a place
with rich history. It is known as a birthplace of the
illustrious admiral Piet Hein and the place of the Pilgrim
Fathers’ departure for America. Delfshaven is also one of
the few parts of the city that survived the 1940 bombing.
Various developments are underway around the area: the
Vierhaven strip with the roof park; the redevelopment of
the Schiehaven; and several other projects. The diversity
of developments and initiatives require an unambiguous
strategy for public space.
Pressure of developments in the area threaten Delfshaven ‘s
historic position in the city. In response to these challenges
a vision for the future has been developed that connects
Delfshaven’s historic identity with the new significance of
the area in the city. The layout of the public space functions
as a guiding and structuring mechanism. Hidden historical
and cultural elements are articulated and better connections
are made between them to strengthen the identity of the
area and to bring structure and cohesion to the various
individual projects.
Felixx’ vision for public space, intends to 1) make the historical
and cultural elements visible, spatially and aesthetically
articulated (again), 2) structure and connect individual
developments, 3) strengthen the relationship with the
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city and the surrounding neighborhoods and 4) improve
the general quality of the outdoor space in the residential
neighborhoods. The vision emerged through an interactive
process of direct engagement with the stakeholders. The
design principles are based on the input from users and
local residents. The proposals have been tested and refined
in consultation with the team of municipal experts.
The vision for Historisch Delfshaven is set up as a strategic
framework, and consists of four spatial structures:
Delfshavenplein, Harbor quay, Middenkous Park, Streets
and alleys. Each structure individually contributes to the
addition of new living space and an improvement of the
spatial quality of the public space in Historic Delfshaven.
The structures can be implemented (partly) separately from
each other and in phases. However, combining them ensures
cross-pollination. This makes the framework more robust
and durable.
For the three locations within the plan area, a spatial
translation of the vision has been made on the basis of
public space sketch designs. This provides a picture of the
development opportunities for these locations. The three
elaborations provide an insight into the opportunities and
the meaning these places have for Delfshaven.
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Schiedamseweg

Piet Heynsplein: square for the neighborhood

Middenkous Park: green oasis at the bottom of the dike
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INCLUSIVE PUBLIC REALM MANUAL, GRONINGEN MUNICIPALITY (NL)

DESIGN GUIDE PUBLIC SPACE, GRONINGEN (NL)

CLIENT
GRONINGEN MUNICIPALITY
SIZE
19796 HA
TYPE
DESIGN GUIDELINES FOR
PUBLIC SPACE
YEAR
2021
TEAM
FELIXX LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS,
GOUDAPPEL, STIPO, MARCO TE
BRÖMMELSTROET

Commissioned by the municipality of Groningen, Felixx
worked together with Goudappel, Stipo & Marco te
Brömmelstroet on the ‘Leidraad Openbare Ruimte’ (Guide
for the Public Space) of Groningen. The Guide is an inspiration
document for a new kind of public space with less space for
parked cars and bicycles and more space for green, sports,
play and social interaction.
Shared space - The starting point of the Guide is the street.
That is where the human scale is most prevalent. In order
to design streets for people, it is important to rethink the
street as “a shared space,” a public space for people rather
than a mere functional connection from point A to B.
Ten Dimensions - The Guide proposes a design method in
which mobility is no longer normative but where accessibility,
safety, perception, health, social interaction, ecology, climate
adaptation, economics and cultural history together make
up the street. By naming these ten dimensions at the outset,
a new balance between all these interests is created.
Street typologies - a selection of fourteen street typologies
has been developed that together represent the entire street
network of the municipality of Groningen. This enables us
to position each street within the urban fabric.
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Now, Soon and Later - In order to visualize the spatial
tasks of the future street, street analyses, inventories and
inspirational images are made of the current situation,
the new street after a redevelopment and a possible
development of the public street domain in a further future.
We call these stages Now, Soon and Later.
Iconic places - The ambitions of the Groningen municipality
require a long-term change of mentality. The Guide offers
an attractive future for Groningen, the city and the village
centers. Something to look forward to. Therefore, iconic
places have been selected in the Guide where a future
dream is visualized. The ten dimensions of the street have
been applied to three characteristic Groningen places with
corresponding street typologies. Each place represents a
specific identity and role within the planning context of the
city in the past, the now, soon and later.
A preliminary version of the Guide is approved by the mayor
and the aldermen and is published as a tool for working
together on an equitable future-proof public space. The
document shows which dimensions are necessary for a
high-quality public space and helps the conversation with
inhabitants about the opportunities for a better quality of
life in the streets, the neighborhoods, the city and villages.
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STREET GUIDE
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REDEVELOPMENT EASTERN COASTLINE

‘TYPHOON-PROOF’ SHENZHEN’S
EAST COAST

Dapeng is a natural green peninsula with a 130km shoreline.
It is located in the bay between Hongkong and Shenzhen.
In September 2018 the Mangkhut typhoon damaged the
infrastructure of the peninsula to various degrees. An
international competition was launched to develop a plan to
restore the coastline and raise protection standards against
the more frequent occurrence of extreme weather events.
KCAP+FELIXX developed the ‘Triple dike strategy’, a
multifaceted dike system that allows for an integrated
approach towards the climate adaptive reorganization of
the shore. Water safety strategies are connected to ecodevelopment and nature restoration. This creates a resilient
framework for social and economic growth. For 18 kilometers
of coastline, KCAP + FELIXX is developing this concept into 6
strategic implementation projects. The realization started
in 2019, and is expected to be completed in 2021.
A PRODUCTIVE RESILIENCE STRATEGY
Dapeng is a mountainous peninsula with lush forests,
intersected by riverbeds and creeks, connected to the sea
with fantastic sand beaches and impressive rockeries. It
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CLIENT
WATER RESOURCES BUREAU OF
SHENZHEN MUNICIPALITY
SIZE
1500 HA
AWARDS
ARCHITIZER, RETHINKING THE
FUTURE, EURASIAN, WINNING
COMPETITION
TYPE
MASTERPLAN,
INFRASTRUCTURE, LANDSCAPE,
PUBLIC SPACE
YEAR DESIGN
2019
YEAR CONSTRUCTION
2019 - 2021
TEAM
FELIXX, KCAP, DELTARES
HOPE LANDSCAPE &
ARCHITECTURE
CHINA WATER TRANSPORT
PLANNING & DESIGN INSTITUTE

offers an extraordinary lush and green environment in the
direct proximity of Hongkong and Shenzhen. Along the shore,
several small villages originate from fishing communities.
Dapeng’s cultural resources and natural settings have
fostered the development of tourism, within a vast expending
metropolitan area with about 20 million inhabitants. The
application of the triple-dike provides a framework to
enhance these existing qualities while unlocking potentials for
growth. The small-scale identity of the villages is protected by
locating new developments within the existing boundaries.
Each village’s specific character is strengthened to amplify
the rich variation of recreational facilities. To minimize the
infrastructural impact on the island, connectivity from the
water is enhanced. An interconnected mountain and marine
landscape boosts the ecological functioning of the peninsula.
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COMPLETED DEMONSTRATION ZONE IN YANGMEIKENG, MAY 2020

Images of completed ‘Demonstration Zone’ in Yangmeikeng, May 2020
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COMPLETED DEMONSTRATION ZONE IN YANGMEIKENG, MAY 2020

Preservation of existing trees and local character

Access to the beach
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Waterfront promenade with rain gardens

Adaptative drainage detail
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RENOVATION MARKET & HARBOUR

BROUWERSHAVEN

CLIENT
MUNICIPALITY SCHOUWENDUIVELAND
TYPE
PUBLIC SPACE
SURFACE
1,1Ha
YEAR
2020-2021
TEAM & PARTNERS
FELIXX LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTS & PLANNERS

The attractive historic harbour & market make Brouwershaven
a top destination for the many recreational sailboats that
navigate the Grevelingen Lake. The fact that this town is a
protected cityscape and that harbour & market together are
lined with over 50 national monuments (+ a statue) make
Brouwershaven for many “The most beautiful town at the
Grevelingen”.
Felixx Landscape Architects, commissioned by the
municipality and together with the town council, worked
out the town council’s plan for the renovation of public space
of market square and harbor area of Brouwershaven. The
preliminary design was developed into a final design (DO)
layout plan was delivered at the end of March 2021. This
layout plan incorporated as many of the original proposals
as possible.
FROM PRELIMINARY TO FINAL DESIGN
Cooperation of municipality and town council together
with entrepreneurs and residents of Brouwershaven was
essential in developing the plans for the final design. For
example, there were discussions with various entrepreneurs
around the market square, about the possibilities for terraces
and displays. Based on this input and comments, Felixx has
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further developed the preliminary design into a final design
(DO) in which materials and design are further detailed.
ACCESSIBILITY & PARKING
Input from residents and entrepreneurs was used to create
a realistic traffic plan with respect for history. The number
of parkingspaces was reduced in favor of more green and
recreation, while retractable bollards at the Zuiddijkstraat
ensure (flexible) access to the square during events. The town
council and Brouwershaven’s Culture & Heritage Foundation
contributed to the design of the paving around the square.
For instance: by incorporating rails in the pavement, the
historic Tramline Zijpe - Burgh is once agin visible.
PARTICIPATORY PROCESS
Honoring the cultural heritage of Brouwershaven as the
attractive destination for tourism, and strengthening
quality, social cohesion, cultural & economic growth
for town and residents was the challenge. With the final
design of the public space, all parties are now showing
that Brouwershaven is well prepared for the future and at
the same time will remain “The most beautiful town at the
Grevelingen.”
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Maritime
• Strenthen relationship with the
harbour
• High lighting masts refer to
masts of the boats

Functional
• Parking
• Zoning terraces
• Space for events

Historical
• Preservation of the grid
• Statue of Jacobs Cats
• Gazebo / Bandstand
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FELIXX PROJECTS
FELIXX INTERNATIONAL AWARDS AND PRIZES:
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2021
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

2020
2020
2020
2019

Award Biodiverse Business Park [won]
Innovation in Politics Awards: Rijnvliet [finalist]
Loop Design Awards: The Unbound [won]
Arc 21 Award: The Unbound [nominated]
Gufunes waterfront development, Reykjavik [won]
A+ Award ‘Floating gardens’ [won]
A+ Award ‘Typhoon-proof’ Shenzhen’s East Coast
[won]
WLA Award of Excellence: Towards a healthy city by foot
WLA Merit Award: Blankenburger-Sud
RTF Award: ‘Typhoon-proof’ Shenzhen’s East Coast
[3rd prize]
Duisburg “Am Alten Güterbahnhof” [2nd prize]
A+ FIRM 2021 Awards [Finalist]
WLA Award: ‘Typhoon-proof’ Shenzhen’s east coast
[shortlisted]
ImageWharf Amsterdam: WLA Award [shortlisted]
Eurasian Prize: Jonas IJburg [won]
Eurasian Prize: ‘Typhoon-proof’ Shenzhen’s east coast
[won]
Land8: Social Media Award 2019 [won]
‘Typhoon-proof’ Shenzhen’s east coast: IABR
Water as leverage [selected for Bienale]
‘Typhoon-proof’ Shenzhen’s east coast: exhibited at
Roca Gallery London: ‘Sea Change: Flood Resilient
Architecture for the 21st Century’
Jonas IJburg: BREEAM Awards 2020 [won in 2 categories]
RTF Award: Brainport Smart District Helmond [won]
Bodø: Design of new district in Norway [laureate]
BNA Award: ImageWharf Amsterdam [nominated]

SHENZHEN BAY, CN
WLA Award [shortlist], Eurasian
Prize [won], IABR, Rocca Gallery,
Competition [won]

IMAGEWHARF, NL
WLA Award [nom], BNA Award
[nom], StiB Award [nom], Arc 19
Development Award [nom]
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2019
2019
2019
2019
prize]
2019
2019
2019
2019
2018
2018
2018
2018
2018
2017
2017

StiB Award: ImageWharf [nominated]
Arc 19 Development Award: ImageWharf [nominated]
Berlin: Blankenburg Sud [selected]
Shenzhen: ‘Typhoon-proof’ Shenzhen’s east coast [1st

2017
2017
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2015
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2013
2013
2012
2012

Chelyabinsk: Masterplan city development [1st prize]
Hangzhou: Redevelopment V8 highway [3rd prize]
Reykjavik: redevelopment Gufunes [1st prize]
Lila Award office [people’s choice]
Shenzhen: redevelopment Bao’an district [1st prize]
BNA research: Rotterdam city densification [selected]
Alpen: Public space redevelopment city plan [1st prize]
Amsterdam Hyperion lyceum [1st prize]
Berat: Osumi islands [2nd prize]
Reykjavik: Óðinstorg square [honourable mention]
Amstelveen: Kronenburg Business park [1st prize]
St Petersburg: Jaanila Country Park [Habitat Award]
Mumbai: Reinventing Dharavi [honourable mention]
Munich: Ludlstraße [shortlisted]
Indonesia: Proto Tamansaro [grant awarded]
Reykjavik: Vogabyggð [1st prize]
Schiedam: Europan 12 [1st prize]
Canterbury Cathedral [shortlist]
Krakau, Nowa Huta [2nd prize]
Eat Your View [Laureate 7th Eur Landscape Biennial]

Appingedam: Eemsdelta Campus [1st prize]
Siemenstadt Berlin [laureate]
StiB Award: Zinder Tiel [won]
Kortrijk: Masterplan Van Marcke site [selected]
Helmond: Development Brainport Smart District [1st prize]
Freiburg: Masterplan city development [selected]
St-Peterburg: Almazov Nat. Medical Research [laureate]
Oostende: Masterplan de Nieuwe Stad [2nd prize]
Darmstadt 2030+ Masterplan city development [selected]
Leuven: Public space design Vismarkt [laureate]
Jonas IJburg: Residential development [1st prize]

JONAS, NL
Breeam Award [won], Eurasian
Prize [won], Competition [won]

OFFICE AWARDS
A+ Firm Award [finalis], LILA
Award people’s choice [won],
Land8 social media Award [won]

FELIXX RELEVANT PROJECT LIST:
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2019
2019
2019
2019
2018
2018
2018
2018
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2016

World Bank: Nature Based Sollutions research
Groningen: Public space city manual (NL)
Valkenburg: transformation of former military airfield (NL)
Eindhoven: Brabant Water, water treatment center (NL)
Groningen: UMCG Medical Center (NL)
Brouwershaven: public space historic harbour (NL)
Brussels Airport: Redesign of the entrance square (BE)
Rotterdam: vision public space Historic Delfshaven (NL)
Amsterdam: Revitalization Kasterleepark (NL)
Drenthe: Integrating solar energy into landscape (NL)
Utrecht: Smakkelaarsveld mixed-use development (NL)
Eindhoven: Bosrijk residential development (NL)
Amsterdam: Piet Wiedijk park (NL)
San Pedro: Masterplan new university (CI)
Utrecht Cartesius: public space of new mixed-use area (NL)
Dordrecht: Research on Climate Change and Resilience (NL)
IBA Heidelberg: Masterplan (DE)
Shanghai: Fengxian new business district (CN)
Moscow: Donskoy public space design (RU)
Ede-Wageningen: Knowledge axes, infra & public space (NL)
Green Icons: research greening public realm (NL)
Danxia: recreational park (CN)
Erlongshan: recreational park around artificial lake (CN)
Shanghai: Yue Xiu Hongkou transformation mixed-use (CN)
Chongqing: campus masterplan (CN)
Yangon: Strategic development study (MM)
Utrecht: Eneco campus (NL)
Friesland: regional development stategy (NL)
Amsterdam: Houthavens public space design (NL)
Tyumen: 5th Zarechny - public space design (RU)
Arnhem: public space residential neighborhood (NL)
Alpen: strategic transformation plan (DE)
Skodra, Fier, Elbasan: General Territorial Plans (AL)

VASKHNIL, RU
Public space design of new
residential area in Novosibirsk

BRAINPORT SMART DISTRICT,
NL
Design public space in ‘smartest
neighbourhood in the world’
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2016
2016
2016
2016
2016
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2012
2012

Ekatrinburg: Public space design (RU)
Amsterdam: Groot Westerpark: development vision (NL)
Munchen Freiham: public space design (DE)
Schiedam: public space design rivierfront (NL)
Hengdian: masterplan eco-resort (CN)
Friesland: spatial vision on sustainable milk farming (NL)
Tirana: Park of faith (AL)
St Petersburg: Yaanila Country: wayfinding + branding (NL)
Elst: Masterplan Eco-Dorp (NL)
Tyumen: City Gardens public space design (RU)
Berlijn: Am Volkspark public space design (DE)
Overloon: park war museum (NL)
Bandar Lampung: city park (IND)
Zuidhorn: urban design + public space design (NL)
Reykjavik Smáralind shopping mall (IS)
St Petersburg: Yaanila country, Courtyards (RU)
Ter Apel: Public space design of refugee centre (NL)
Tyumen: Public space at new multifunctional city building (RU)
Barendrecht: housing for elderly (NL)
Amsterdam: Kop Westerdok public space (NL)
Novosibirsk: Waterfront (RU)
Assen: visual quality plan railway station area (NL)
Novosibirsk Vaskhnil: residential public space design plan (RU)
Emmen: Test-lab for sustainable farming (NL)
St-Petersburg: Jaanila Country Park + public space (RU)
Canterbury: Precincts, Canterbury Cathedral (UK)
Reykjavik: Masterplan Vogabyggo (IS)
Warsaw: Square design (PL)
Foodmap Europe 2050: Vision on sustainable farming (EU)
Eat Your View: Vision on sustainable farming (NL)
Zele: Office garden (BE)

2012

Amsterdam: Barentszplein: neigbourhood playground (NL)

2012

Helsinki: Public space design Aalto University Campus (FN)

BRUSSELS AIRPORT, BE
Redesign of the entrance of
Brussels Airport into an inviting
park and hybrid area

KORTRIJK, BE
Masterplan design 16ha innercity area
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